
Seen worldwide, these posts are almost 
synonymous with the concept of crowd 
control systems.

The patented, spring-activated barrier straps 
always extend or retract perfectly to fit the 
exact distance between posts, creating a 
neat, uniform and organized appearance.  
The concealed (patented) breaking mecha-
nism buffers the retraction of the internal 
spring, allowing these units to be safely 
placed anywhere, even in areas where there 
are small children. These posts are essential 
in ALL public places where guiding the 
movement of people, in a dignified manner, 
is desirable.

This versatile system offers unlimited 
flexibility because you can modify and 
reconfigure your system easily and at any 
time. As with all Glaro products, these Crowd 
Control Posts are designed to coordinate 
perfectly with all other Glaro products. They 
are in stock and ready for immediate 
shipment. 

Item Description Ht Post Base   Wt Satin Aluminum (SA)  Mirror  Mirror 

   Dia. Dia.  Satin Brass (BE) Brass  Chrome 

       (MB) (MC)

      

EXTENDA-BARRIER POSTS with 7' STRAPS
112 Bell Base 40" 2" 11.5" 40 lbs  l l l
132 Flat Base 40" 2" 14" 40 lbs  l — —
      

VP14-I Vinyl-Floor Protector Disk for Bases -Factory Installed  14" 

• Heaviest Posts in the Industry
 Slow Retracting Safety Straps•
 7 Foot  Strap•
 4 Attractive Metal Finishes•

Extenda-Barrier™  7 Foot Crowd Control Posts
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